INDUCTION
Ewing Room of the Perkins Student Center
Sunday, November 20, 2011
2:00 p.m.

Presiding ................................................................. Ray Peters
                                      President
                                      Alpha of Delaware Chapter, Phi Beta Kappa

Induction of Class of 2012
First-Semester Members in Course ............ Ray Peters, President
                                      Burnaby Munson, Secretary
                                      Alpha of Delaware Chapter, Phi Beta Kappa

“How Do Babies Talk?
The Amazing Feat of Language Learning”........ Roberta Golinkoff
                                      ................................................................. 2011 Alison Professor
                                      H. Rodney Sharp Chair in the School of Education
                                      Departments of Psychology and Linguistics

PHI BETA KAPPA MEMBERS IN COURSE
November 20, 2011

Bruce Michael Aldred
Erin Mary Bange
Jeffrey William Burgess
Kerry Jane Criss
Alex Michael D’Angelo
Soma Jobbagy
Maciej Z. Klosowski
Christine Anne McGrath
Brooke Ashley Meelheim
Kate Elizabeth Miller
Danielle Elizabeth Morabito
Steven Archer Talay
Beth Renee Toussaint
Wayne Alexander Wilkie